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Isolating words in continuous speech is a major chal-
lenge faced by language learners. Various informational
sources—for example, rhythmic and prosodic patterns
(e.g., Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999; Morgan, 1996;
Morgan & Saffran, 1995), utterance boundaries (Brent 
& Siskind, 2001), phonotactic regularities (e.g., Mattys
& Jusczyk, 2001b), transitional probabilities between
phonemes or syllables (e.g., Saffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996), and context- or position-sensitive allophony (e.g.,
Jusczyk, Hohne, & Bauman, 1999; Mattys & Jusczyk,
2001a)—have been shown to aid learners in word segmen-
tation. As compared with adult-directed speech (ADS),
child-directed speech (CDS) contains more acoustic cues
to word boundaries due to exaggerated stress patterns
(Fernald, 1989) and shorter utterances with longer and
more frequent pauses. Computational studies have con-
firmed that CDS constitutes input for word segmenta-
tion models that is superior to that of ADS (Aslin, Wood-
ward, LaMendola, & Bever, 1996; Batchelder, 2002;

Brent & Cartwright, 1996; Christiansen, Allen, & Sei-
denberg, 1998).

Jusczyk (1997) and Echols, Crowhurst, and Childers
(1997) suggested yet another reason why CDS may be
beneficial for word segmentation. They hypothesized
“that many diminutive forms in English that are used in
addressing infants have strong/weak patterns . . . (e.g.,
‘daddy,’ ‘mommy,’ ‘doggie,’ ‘cookie,’ ‘kitty,’ etc.). Con-
sequently, it is not implausible that infants in English-
speaking environments might develop a bias for trochaic
patterns” (Jusczyk, 1997, p. 108). Given that diminutives
are pervasive in the CDS of many languages (Gillis, 1998;
Jurafsky, 1996) and are often derived by adding un-
stressed suffixes to word stems, it is possible that stress
regularization in CDS through diminutivization is a more
general phenomenon. In Dutch, a language with lexical
stress, diminutives make up about 20%–30% of all child-
directed noun tokens (Gillis, 1997), which increases the
frequency of stressed/unstressed nouns in CDS to 74%
of multisyllabic word types (Taelman & Gillis, 2000). In
Russian, approximately 45% of noun tokens in CDS are
diminutives, as compared with only 3% in the ADS of
the same Russian mothers (Brooks, Kempe, Fedorova, &
Mironova, 2002). Connectionist simulations of word
boundary detection based on stress information of the
200 most frequent Russian nouns show superior perfor-
mance when networks are trained on diminutive, rather
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In two experiments, we explored whether diminutives (e.g., birdie, Patty, bootie), which are char-
acteristic of child-directed speech in many languages, aid word segmentation by regularizing stress
patterns and word endings. In an implicit learning task, adult native speakers of English were exposed
to a continuous stream of synthesized Dutch nonsense input comprising 300 randomized repetitions of
six bisyllabic target nonwords. After exposure, the participants were given a forced choice recognition
test to judge which strings had been present in the input. Experiment 1 demonstrated that English
speakers used trochaic stress to isolate strings, despite being unfamiliar with Dutch phonotactics. Ex-
periment 2 showed benefits from invariance introduced by affricates, which are typically found at on-
sets of final syllables in Dutch diminutives. Together, the results demonstrate that diminutives contain
prosodic and distributional features that are beneficial for word segmentation.
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than simplex, forms (Kempe, 2004), indicating that dim-
inutivization leads to stress regularization. In Spanish,
many words with atypical stress assignment (e.g., telé-
fono, “telephone”) have regular penultimate stress when
diminutivized (e.g., telefonito, “small telephone”). Across
languages, stress regularization is a common effect of
diminutivization.

Regularized stress patterns facilitate the use of a met-
rical segmentation strategy (Cutler, 1994; Cutler & Nor-
ris, 1988), by which listeners rely on knowledge about
predominant rhythmic patterns in their language to detect
word boundaries. It has been shown that English stressed
syllables are important cues for word onsets, which are
utilized by infants and adults, both with phonotactically
familiar (Echols et al., 1997; Jusczyk, Houston, & New-
some, 1999) and with unfamiliar (Houston, Jusczyk, Kuij-
pers, Coolen, & Cutler, 2000) language input.

Note that regularizing stress through diminutivization
is inevitably confounded with another important word
boundary cue: Because languages contain a limited num-
ber of diminutive suffixes, diminutivized nouns have sim-
ilar endings. For example, daddy, mommy, doggie, cookie,
and kitty all end in the same vowel. In languages with
more complex diminutive derivations, the invariant seg-
ment can be even longer. For instance, Spanish diminutives
end in –ito /ito/ or –ita /ita/, depending on gender, Ger-
man diminutives end in –chen /χən/ or –lein /lajn/, Dutch
diminutives end in –tje /tjə/ or one of its allomorphs, and
Russian diminutives end in affixes such as –(ch)ik
/(t�ʃ)ik/, –(ch)ka /(t�ʃ)ka/, or –(ch)ko /(t��ʃ)kɔ/,1 depending
on gender, case, and number.2 This introduces a large de-
gree of ending invariance, providing another word bound-
ary cue.

Thus, diminutives provide two important segmenta-
tion cues: regularized stress and increased word ending
invariance. Although the former has been studied em-
pirically, albeit not in the context of diminutivization, the
latter has not received any attention in word segmenta-
tion research. In this study, we investigated whether end-
ing invariance facilitates segmentation over and above
the effects of regular stress. We used Dutch, a language
with highly productive diminutivization, for which the
necessary speech synthesizing software was available.
Experiment 1 confirmed that trochaic stress in unfamil-
iar language input aids English listeners in word seg-
mentation, as was observed in Houston et al. (2000), and
provides a baseline estimate of the advantage of trochaic
stress over other stress patterns. In Experiment 2, we ex-
plored the effect of ending invariance on word segmen-
tation by examining the contributions of consonant and
vowel invariance, as found in Dutch diminutive affixes,
over and above the effects of stress.

Using Dutch provides considerable ecological valid-
ity, because diminutivization is a much more productive
derivation in Dutch than in English. Almost all Dutch
concrete nouns can be diminutivized by adding the un-
stressed suffix –tje /tjə/, or its variants –etje /ətjə/, –pje
/pjə/, –kje /kjə/, or –je /jə/,3 to simplex nouns such as

chair (stoel /stul/ � stoeltje /stultjə/), glass (glas
/�las/ � glaasje /�lasjə/), or window (raam /ram/ �
raampje /rampjə/). In contrast, English allows diminu-
tivization of only a small number of animate nouns (e.g.,
doggie), proper names (e.g., Stevie), and baby objects
(e.g., bootie).

We utilized an incidental learning paradigm, originally
developed for the study of transitional probabilities be-
tween phonemes (Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Bar-
rueco, 1997). Adult English speakers were presented
with continuous speech consisting of repetitions of bi-
syllabic nonwords, synthesized to ensure equivalent lev-
els of coarticulation between the syllables (both word in-
ternal and across word boundaries) and to eliminate other
word boundary cues (e.g., pauses). Use of nonwords was
necessary to avoid potential cognates with English and to
manipulate stress patterns and ending invariance in a sys-
tematic way. After listening to the speech stream, the par-
ticipants were given a forced choice task to determine
whether there was better recognition of target strings
over foils.

EXPERIMENT 1

The participants listened to an uninterrupted stream
of Dutch bisyllabic nonwords with trochaic, iambic, or
mixed stress patterns. Because English speakers tend to
perceive stressed syllables as word onset cues, we pre-
dicted that exposure to trochaic stress in phonotactically
novel input would facilitate their forming perceptual bi-
syllabic units and recognizing them as words, in com-
parison with input with other stress patterns.

Method
Participants. Seventy-two native speakers of English (44 women

and 28 men; mean age, 24 years; range, 17–42 years) received
course credit or £4 for participation. We pseudorandomly assigned
24 participants to each condition—stressed/unstressed, unstressed/
stressed, and mixed stress—with roughly equal numbers of women
per condition.

Materials. We created six bisyllabic Dutch nonword targets that
followed a CCVCCV pattern, ended in full vowels, and were not
English cognates (see Appendix A). The targets were synthesized
using the Dutch speech synthesizer CALIPSO (developed at IPO,
University of Eindhoven), which allowed systematic manipulation
of metric stress. A 6-min speech stream, comprising 100 repetitions
of each target in random order, was repeated three times without
pausing for a total duration of about 18 min. Within each condition,
we used three different randomizations. Two versions of the mixed
condition were created in such a way that three strings were stressed/
unstressed in one version and unstressed/stressed in the other and
vice versa, resulting in a nonrepetitive stress pattern. The assigned
stress patterns were evidenced by syllable pitch peaks, which are
one of the most salient acoustic indicators of Dutch metrical stress
(Sluijter, 1995). The speech synthesizer also utilized other correlates
of metrical stress, such as pitch differences, intensity, and vowel
length.

To create foils, the syllables of the six targets were recombined so
that first syllables followed second syllables. Whereas each target
syllable sequence appeared 300 times during training, each foil syl-
lable sequence appeared, on average, only 60 times during training,
and with a stress pattern different from that of the targets. Test strings
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were resynthesized, minimizing pitch peak differences between the
first and the second syllables to reduce metrical information.4

Procedure. The participants were given paper and colored pen-
cils to create drawings, using a Spirograph game, consisting of plas-
tic templates of different shapes and sizes. After 5 min of practice,
they were instructed to create a drawing, being as creative as possi-
ble. While drawing, the participants were exposed to the 18-min
speech stream over headphones and were told that this was done to
study the effect of sound on artistic creativity.

Next, the participants were seated in front of a Macintosh com-
puter and, over headphones, were presented with the 72 target–foil
test pairs in randomized order. For each pair, they were asked to de-
cide which string sounded more familiar and to press one of two
buttons on the keyboard corresponding to the first or the second
string. If they could not decide, they were encouraged to guess.
Error rates were recorded.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 presents summary statistics for correct re-

sponses per condition. One-sample t tests were performed
to examine whether performance in each condition dif-
fered from chance (50%). The participants performed
above chance in the stressed/unstressed condition [t(23) �
2.2, p � .05], confirming use of a metrical segmentation
strategy with phonotactically unfamiliar input. The par-
ticipants performed below chance in the unstressed/
stressed condition [t(23) � �2.9, p � .01]. To explore
differences between conditions, percentages of correct
responses were entered into a one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) with condition (stressed/unstressed, un-
stressed/stressed, or mixed) as a between-subjects fac-
tor. The effect of condition was significant [F(2,69) �
7.4, p � .01], accounting for 17.6% of the variance.
Post hoc Scheffé tests revealed a significant difference
between the stressed/unstressed and the unstressed/
stressed conditions ( p � .01), indicating that the partic-
ipants segmented trochaic strings, but not iambic strings,
out of the speech stream and that iambic string se-
quences were systematically missegmented as trochees.

These results, replicating Houston et al. (2000), indicate
that English speakers, when exposed to phonotactically un-
familiar input, learn to detect stress regularities and to
apply the metrical segmentation strategy on the basis of
their preference for stressed syllables as word onset cues.
Note that this is a consequence of incidental learning that
has taken place during exposure, since the test stimuli were
resynthesized as unstressed to avoid an a priori trochaic
bias. The systematic missegmentation of iambic strings
can be attributed to exclusive reliance on metrical stress
and mirrors the missegmentation of iambic words ob-

served in English infants (Jusczyk, Houston, & New-
some, 1999), who have not yet learned to consider distri-
butional patterns of phonemes and syllables as additional
word boundary cues that may override metrical stress.

The finding that regular trochaic stress in the input
aids recognition of bisyllabic Dutch nonwords supports
our idea that Dutch diminutives can be beneficial for
word segmentation. Because there are more monosyl-
labic than multisyllabic nouns in Dutch (Baayen, 1991),
diminutivizing simplex forms considerably increases the
frequency of trochaic patterns. It is nonetheless impor-
tant to emphasize that stressed syllables are only proba-
bilistic segmentation cues in Dutch, due to variability in
word length and syllabic structure. Learners of Dutch
must learn to recognize words with iambic, dactylic, and
other stress patterns as well. Indeed, in some cases, dim-
inutivization creates dactylic stress patterns, given
trochaic simplex forms, thus complicating use of a met-
rical segmentation strategy. Given these limitations of
metrical stress for word segmentation, we proceeded to
assess whether enhanced invariance of word endings in
diminutives also aids segmentation.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we manipulated final syllable onsets
and rhymes of trochaic nouns to explore the independent
contributions of these two invariance components to in-
cidental learning of word boundaries. We used the same
methodology as that in Experiment 1, with the addition
of a no-training condition in which the participants were
presented with targets and foils without prior exposure to
the speech stream, to determine whether performance in
the forced choice task might be affected by a priori fa-
miliarity and the word-likeness of targets. For example,
because vowel reduction commonly applies to word end-
ings, targets ending in schwas may be perceived as more
word-like in the absence of training, resulting in a main
effect of rhyme invariance. Moreover, given that all the
materials were trochees, a general advantage after train-
ing could simply indicate that the participants have used
metrical segmentation to identify targets. Thus, the cru-
cial question is whether benefits from ending invariance
are larger after training, as indicated by interactions be-
tween training and ending invariance, which would con-
firm ending invariance as another segmentation cue ex-
tracted from the input.

Method
Participants. One hundred sixty-eight native speakers of English

(110 women and 58 men; mean age, 21 years, range, 18–50 years)
received course credit or £4 for participation. Forty-two were
pseudorandomly assigned to each of four invariance conditions.
Within each invariance condition, half of the participants were ex-
posed to the speech stream before testing.

Materials. Six Dutch CCVC nonsense stems were created and
combined with a second C(C)V syllable to systematically manipu-
late ending invariance (see Appendix B). The low onset /low rhyme
invariance condition resembled Dutch bisyllabic simplex nouns by
combining the stems with six different consonant /vowel combina-

Table 1
Mean Percentages of Correct Responses and Standard

Deviations for Each Condition in Experiment 1

Stress Pattern of Targets

Stressed/Unstressed Unstressed/Stressed Mixed

M SD M SD M SD

54.5 9.8* 46.2 6.4* 50.5 5.5

*Significant ( p � .05) outcome of the one-sample t test against chance
(50%).
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tions, which were all dissimilar from each other. Note that this con-
dition was identical to the stressed/unstressed condition in Experi-
ment 1, providing a built-in replication. The low onset /high rhyme
invariance condition resembled the degree of rhyme invariance of
Dutch diminutives by combining the same second syllable conso-
nant clusters with a schwa as the final vowel. The high onset /low
rhyme invariance condition resembled the degree of onset invari-
ance of Dutch diminutive affixes by combining the onset of the
three most frequent allomorphs of the Dutch diminutive—namely,
glide /j/ and the obstruent glide clusters /tj/ and /pj/—and the full
vowels used in the low onset /low rhyme invariance condition
(Booij, 1995). Finally, the high onset /high rhyme invariance condi-
tion resembled the maximal ending invariance characteristic for
Dutch diminutives by combining all stems with the three most fre-
quent diminutive allomorphs: –je /jə/, –tje /tjə/, and –pje /pjə/.

The resulting bisyllabic strings were synthesized with trochaic
stress, using the Dutch speech synthesizer CALIPSO. An approxi-
mately 6-min speech stream, comprising 100 repetitions of each
target, was repeated three times for a total duration of 18 min. For
each condition, three different randomizations were used.

Foils for testing were created as in Experiment 1. Within each
condition, target syllables were recombined so that the first sylla-
bles followed the second syllables. Test items were resynthesized
using an unstressed/unstressed pattern. Creation of the test set con-
taining the target–foil pairs was identical to that in Experiment 1.

Procedure. The procedure for the training condition was identi-
cal to that in Experiment 1. In the no-training condition, the partic-
ipants were presented with the 72 target–foil test pairs in random-
ized order and were asked to indicate for each pair of strings, which
string sounded more familiar, “like a sound they might have heard
before,” by pressing one of two buttons on the keyboard.

Results and Discussion
Table 2 presents the mean percentages of correct re-

sponses and the results of a one-sample t test against
chance (50%). Performance was above chance in all the
conditions except the two no-training low onset invari-
ance conditions. Note that the 55% correct responses ob-
served in the low onset /low rhyme invariance condition
after training were virtually identical to the results for the
stressed/unstressed condition in Experiment 1, showing
stability in effect size for the metrical segmentation strat-
egy. Moreover, the fact that, for this condition, perfor-
mance was at chance in the absence of training supports
our claim in Experiment 1 that stress regularities were
detected during exposure to the speech stream.

Percentages of correct responses were submitted to a
three-way ANOVA with training condition, onset invari-

ance, and rhyme invariance as between-subjects factors.
There were significant main effects of training condition
[F(1,160) � 28.7, p � .001], onset invariance [F(1,160) �
28.0, p � .001], and rhyme invariance [F(1,160) � 5.2,
p � .05]. The interaction between training condition and
onset invariance was nearly significant [F(1,160) � 3.8,
p � .05] and suggests that the benefit from affricates at
final syllable onset was larger after training.

The main effects of the two invariance factors indicate
that there were indeed a priori advantages for targets
with more invariant word endings. For onset invariance,
this was due to above-chance performance, because
word-initial affricates rendered the test foils less word-
like. For rhyme invariance, schwa endings were selected
above chance even without training, because they are fa-
miliar word endings for English speakers. The main 
effect of training indicates that performance in all the
conditions improved after training, which could simply be
due to metrical segmentation. Crucially, however, the
nearly significant interaction between training and onset
invariance suggests that exposure to the speech stream
increased the participants’ sensitivity to affricates as up-
coming word boundary cues, over and above the no-
training performance and the effects of regular stress.
The lack of a similar interaction between training and
rhyme invariance indicates that the benefit from schwa
endings was less pronounced, due to their lesser percep-
tual salience and higher a priori familiarity.

Thus, the results showed that learners can extract in-
variance patterns from phonotactically unfamiliar input.
Specifically, the participants learned that affricates at
final-syllable onsets are valid cues for upcoming word
boundaries. Given that affricates are a salient feature of
Dutch diminutives, this supports the idea that diminu-
tives can supply important distributional cues for word
segmentation.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to examine word segmen-
tation benefits from diminutives, a morphological deriva-
tion that tends to be pervasive in CDS (Brooks et al., 2002;
Gillis, 1997, 1998; Jurafsky, 1996; Kempe, Brooks, &
Pirott, 2001). Diminutives amplify metrical information

Table 2
Mean Percentages of Correct Responses (With Standard Deviations) as a

Function of Training Condition and Onset and 
Rhyme Invariance in Experiment 2

Onset Invariance

Low High

Low Rhyme High Rhyme Low Rhyme High Rhyme
Invariance Invariance Invariance Invariance

Condition M SD M SD M SD M SD

No Training 49.1 8.7 52.8 9.9 55.2* 9.9 57.1* 11.9
Training 55.1* 8.0 57.4* 8.9 64.3* 8.6 70.1* 13.2

*Significant ( p � .05) outcome of the one-sample t test against chance (n � 21 for
each condition).
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by regularizing the predominant stress pattern (Echols
et al., 1997; Jusczyk, 1997), which, in the case of English
and Dutch, is trochaic stress. Diminutives also supply dis-
tributional information by increasing invariance in word
endings. Thus, diminutives may enhance sources of infor-
mation that have been shown to be helpful segmentation
cues for infants (Echols et al., 1997; Jusczyk, Houston, &
Newsome, 1999; Saffran et al., 1996).

Experiment 1 demonstrated above-chance word seg-
mentation for trochaic and systematic missegmentation
of iambic target strings, confirming that adult English
speakers use stressed syllables as word onset cues even
when processing phonotactically unfamiliar input. Thus,
in English and Dutch, reliance on lexical stress appears
to be of importance. This particular pattern is likely to be
language specific and to occur in languages with lexical
stress and a predominant trochaic bias, such as Dutch
and English. It remains to be seen to what extent diminu-
tives contribute to regularization of the dominant rhyth-
mic patterns of other languages.

Experiment 2 demonstrated that word ending invari-
ance aided segmentation over and above the benefits from
trochaic stress. Note that ending invariance is not unique
to diminutives but can be induced by any frequently ap-
pearing suffix. Thus, high-frequency inflectional or de-
rivational suffixes, such as the English past tense –ed or
the progressive –ing, could serve as word segmentation
cues. Although it remains to be investigated how the
salience and frequency of different suffixes determines
their usefulness as segmentation cues, it seems reasonable
to assume that longer suffixes will act as more salient seg-
mentation cues than shorter ones. In this sense, diminu-
tives may provide an excellent and, perhaps, more univer-
sal source for invariance information, because, in many
languages, diminutivization is achieved through suffix-
ation, diminutive suffixes tend to comprise one or more
syllables, and diminutives are used pervasively in CDS.
Indeed, similar word segmentation experiments with
materials that simulate the structure of Russian diminu-
tives corroborate the ending invariance effect (Kempe,
Brooks, & Gillis, 2003). Together with the benefits of
CDS in the acquisition of phonology (Kuhl et al., 1997),
morphology (Kempe & Brooks, 2001; Kempe, Brooks,
Mironova, & Fedorova, 2003), syntax (Fisher & Tokura,
1996), and vocabulary (Golinkoff & Alioto, 1995), this
provides yet another example of how this speech regis-
ter appears to be exquisitely tailored to the task of lan-
guage learning.
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APPENDIX A
Target Strings and Foils (and Their Phonemic IPA Transcriptions) Used During Training and Testing in

Experiment 1, With Corresponding Pitch Peaks (in Hertz) of First and Second Syllables
Stress Pattern

Training Testing:
Stressed/ Unstressed/ Unstressed/

Unstressed Stressed Mixed 1 Mixed 2 Unstressed

syll1 syll2 syll1 syll2 syll1 syll2 syll1 syll2 syll1 syll2

Targets
schijvroo /sχεvro/ 264 209 205 266 266 209 154 264 237 210
vlakroe /vlakru/ 263 223 214 266 258 239 214 262 234 204
knuipreu /kn	yprø/ 265 218 236 262 265 217 237 266 241 212
zweugloe /zwøγlu/ 265 216 247 268 223 263 265 230 237 207
chrapsee /χrapse/ 264 216 213 267 190 264 266 227 232 217
grieblau /γriblɔu/ 263 246 215 265 191 264 264 252 234 220

M 264 221 222 266 232 243 233 250 236 212

Foils

vrooknui /vrokn	y/ 242 218
kroeschij /krusχε/ 242 214
preuvla /prøvla/ 240 213
gloechra /γluχra/ 237 211
pseegrie /pseγri/ 236 203
blauzweu /blɔuzwø/ 242 212

M 240 212
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NOTES

1. Iterative application of diminutive derivation, which is legal in
Russian, may result in even longer strings, such as–chechka. The af-
fricate /Ç/ or /t˛S/ is optional after some consonants.

2. There seems to be cross-linguistic similarity in the phonological
structure of diminutives, because, in many languages, diminutive mor-
phemes tend to contain palatal consonants and high vowels (Dressler &
Merlini Barbaresi, 1994).

3. The bisyllabic diminutive suffix –etje, which creates a dactylic,
rather than a trochaic, pattern appears only in about 11% of diminu-
tivized nouns (Gillis, 1997).

4. Although the pitch peaks of the first syllables of the test items were
slightly higher, as compared with the second syllables, other acoustic
parameters of metrical stress, such as intensity and within-syllable pitch
differences, were somewhat greater, and vowel lengths were slightly
longer in the second syllables, resulting in test items with an un-
stressed/unstressed pattern.
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APPENDIX B
Target Strings and Foils (and Their Phonemic IPA Transcriptions) Used in Experiment 2 With
Corresponding Pitch Peaks (in Hertz) for the First and Second Syllables (Given in Parentheses)

Onset Invariance

Low High

Rhyme Invariance Targets Foils Targets Foils

Low knoochtie tieflijm knoochjie jieflijm
/knoχti/ /tiflεm/ /knoχji/ /jiflεm/
(264, 200) (263, 209)
(156, 151) (150, 153) (155, 151) (151, 152)

steefkeu keuvraul steefjeu jeuvraul
/stefkø/ /køvrɔul/ /stefjø/ /jøvrɔul/
(265, 208) (265, 217)
(152, 152) (151, 151) (156, 151) (152, 151)

schraamloo loogluin schraampjoo pjoogluin
/sχramlo/ /loγl	yn/ /sχrampjo/ /pjoγl	yn/
(265, 228) (265, 211)
(151, 153) (154, 154) (153, 152) (152, 151)

flijmsaa saaknooch flijmpjaa pjaaknooch
/flεmsa/ /saknoχ/ /flεmpja/ /pjaknoχ/
(266, 218) (265, 207)
(153, 153) (152, 152) (153, 151) (154, 152)

gluinfee feeschraam gluintjee tjeeschraam
/γl	ynfe/ /fesχram/ /γl	yntje/ /tjesχram/
(266, 213) (265, 218)
(154, 153) (151, 152) (154, 151) (153, 152)

vraulpuu puusteef vraultjuu tjuusteef
/vrɔulpy/ /pystef/ /vrɔultjy/ /tjystef/
(265, 210) (265, 205)
(151, 151) (151, 152) (151, 151) (151, 153)

Mean pitch peaks (265, 213) (265, 208)
(153, 152) (152, 152) (154, 151) (152, 152)

High knoochte teflijm knoochje jeflijm
/knoχtə/ /təflεm/ /knoχjə/ /jəflεm/
(264, 211) (264, 191)
(155, 150) (152, 152) (153, 151) (153, 151)

steefke kevraul steefje jevraul
/stefkə/ /kəvrɔul/ /stefjə/ /jəvrɔul/
(265, 203) (264, 210)
(151, 151) (151, 152) (151, 151) (151, 151)

schraamle legluin schraampje pjegluin
/sχramlə/ /ləγl	yn/ /sχrampjə/ /pjəγl	yn/
(264, 229) (265, 202)
(151, 153) (153, 154) (153, 151) (154, 153)

flijmse seknooch flijmpje pjeknooch
/flεmsə/ /səknoχ/ /flεmpjə/ /pjəknoχ/
(265, 196) (263, 203)
(153, 151) (153, 152) (152, 150) (151, 152)

gluinfe feschraam gluintje tjeschraam
/γl	ynfə/ /fəsχram/ /γl	yntjə/ /tjəsχram/
(265, 208) (266, 203)
(153, 152) (152, 152) (154, 152) (151, 152)

vraulpe pesteef vraultje tjesteef
/vrɔulpə/ /pəstef/ /vrɔultjə/ /tjəstef/
(265, 200) (265, 204)
(151, 151) (151, 152) (151, 151) (153, 152)

Mean pitch peaks (265, 211) (265, 202)
(152, 151) (152, 152) (152, 151) (152, 152)

Note—For the targets, the first two values refer to presentation during training, and the next two values to presenta-
tion during testing.

(Manuscript received January 29, 2003;
revision accepted for publication February 13, 2004.)


